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A Cosmic Cube transformed Steve Rogers, Captain America, into the ultimate Hydra 
sleeper agent--and after months of scheming and manipulation, the country is now 
under Hydra’s control. Earth’s most powerful heroes are stranded beyond Earth’s 

Planetary Defense Shield or trapped inside the Darkforce bubble that envelops 
New York City.

Captain America dealt a vicious blow to the handful of heroes that remain, 
obliterating the city of Las Vegas for sheltering the Underground. Desperate to 
return Rogers to his former self, the heroes of the Underground have embarked on 

a hunt for shards of the Cosmic Cube…
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Mockingbird

Bobbi Morse

Pietro Maximoff

Scott Lang

Sam Wilson

Quicksilver

Hercules

Ant-Man
Tony Stark A.I.

Iron Man



scott lang, 
a.k.a. ant-man.
 shrinks, grows, 

steals, gets caught, 
reforms.

pietro 
maximoff, a.k.a. 
quicksilver.

 runs fast. runs his 
mouth even faster.

hercules, a.k.a. 
heracles.
 son of zeus. 
demigod. tank.

 bobbi morse, a.k.a. 
mockingbird.

 lady action scientist. 
agent of s.h.i.e.l.d. hits 

things with battle staves.

a.i. tony stark, 
a.k.a. iron man.
 actually in a coma. 

built an a.i. of himself 
so we could all enjoy 

him after he’s gone.
unironically calls 

other people 
“real egomaniac.”

sam wilson, f.k.a. 
captain america, 

f.k.a. falcon.
 flies. fights. has had 
a rough few months.

antarctica.
minutes from

the south pole.

tony!

that 
was not 
me! that 

was--I am…
remotely. 
listen, it’ll 

be fine.  
we’re—

real ego-
maniac. drains 

life out of people 
to make himself 

stronger. 

sauron. 
essentially he’s 
part dinosaur 
and all jerk.

tony, 
you’re 

supposed to 
be flying the 

plane.

yeah, so 
when you 

say dinosaurs, 
you mean that 
figuratively, 

right?
no, lang.  
literal 

dinosaurs still 
roam the 

savage land.  
idiot.

look, 
this isn't 

going to be 
like the last 

one. we should 
be in and 

out.

we know who's 
in charge here. we go 
in. we convince him to 

give us the cosmic 
cube shard. we 

get out.

verily! 
there is no 

quest hercules 
enjoys more 

than retrieving 
treasure from 

dragons.

who’s 
the guy and 

why’s he gonna 
give the shard 

to us?

questions?



shut up and 
land this thing 

before one of them 
crashes into the 

engine.

oh, 
come on! 
what is 
this?!

bobbi, 
you’re gonna 
want to see 

this.

I guess 
they didn’t 

get the memo 
about this 

being the easy 
mission.

yes, ma’am.  
just call me 

sully.



you’re 
what 
now?

the savage 
land has a weird 

effect on electronics 
and seeing as I 
currently am 
electronics--

who 
decided she was 
the leader? why 
not you, lang? 
you’re a thief, 

after all. when it 
comes to leading 

a heist on some kind 
of dinosaur vampire, 

mockingbird has 
my vote.

I’d just as 
soon kill rogers, 
but his pet demon 

has my sister under 
his control and if we 

kill rogers there’s 
no guarantee we’ll 

get her back. 

get 
outta 

my face, 
pietro.

oof!

what 
 about you, 

captain 
america?

don’t 
call me 

that.

I’m gonna tell you 
once, pietro, I’m the 
wrong one to start 
with. nobody’s lost 

more than I.

oh, have 
I hit a nerve? 

you seemed rather 
proud of that costume 
before your best friend 

decided to take over 
the world.

nobody?

see? easy does 
it. didn’t even need 

the hudson.

do you ever 
stop? is there 
an off switch 
somewhere?

--fine. 
everybody 

else, let's get 
going.

well, 
think how lucky 

you are that 
I’m staying 

here.
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